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Figure 1: P -� loopliterature, where stability of the system in Figure 1 was studied for single-input single-output case,and � is required to satisfy additional assumptions. This was known as the absolute stabilityproblem [1]. This problem has received considerable attention over the years, and a number ofsu�cient conditions for stability have been proposed; perhaps the most celebrated of these havebeen the circle and Popov criteria. These criteria have since been generalized to multi-input multi-output systems as the small-gain theorem (with loop transformations and multipliers) and thepassivity theorem (with loop transformations and multipliers). An introduction to these methodscan be found in the book by Desoer and Vidyasagar [2]. A second approach to the problem ofrobust stability of control systems with structured uncertainties is the modern � (or structuredsingular value) approach, pioneered by Doyle [3, 4] and Safonov [5, 6]. This approach relies onderiving su�cient conditions for the robust stability of the system in Figure 1 through simplelinear-algebraic techniques.Our main objective in this paper is to show explicitly and rigorously the connections betweenthese two approaches in the case when � is linear time-invariant and consists of both unmodeleddynamics and uncertain parameters.1 In this context, a su�cient condition for robust stability ofthe loop of Figure 1, derived using the � approach, is given in [11]; and a su�cient condition basedon the classical passivity theorem with multipliers can be found in [10, 12, 13, 14]. The former,which we will refer to as the standard mixed � upper bound condition, can be recast as an LMIcondition that must be satis�ed at every boundary point of a \stability" region (the open unitdisk or the open left half complex plane) in the complex plane. The latter passivity-multiplier-based robust stability condition in [10, 12, 13, 14] can be reinterpreted as the same LMI condition,with the additional restriction that the feasible solutions are themselves functions of a certainform. Therefore, the �rst step in our treatment is to establish a general \interpolation" style resultfor a class of parameterized (by frequency) family of complex LMIs (many frequency-dependentconditions for stability and robustness [11, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19] belong to this class). This result is ofindependent interest.Thus, we show that the standard mixed � upper bound condition in [11] is mathematicallyequivalent to the passivity-multiplier-based condition in [10, 12, 13, 14]. Concurrently, we explicitlycharacterize the relationship between the (D;G) scalings used in the standard mixed � approach,and certain stability multipliers used in the passivity-multiplier-based condition in [10, 12, 13, 14].Finally, our derivation also suggests a general computational framework for checking the feasibility1Other authors have hinted at the connection [7], [8], [9], [10], but without proving equivalence.2



of a broad class of frequency-dependent conditions.We �rst carry out the analysis in the discrete-time context, then briey indicate how it extendsto the continuous-time context. The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, wepresent our study of a class of LMIs. Section 3 is concerned with the connections between thestandard mixed � upper bound condition and a passivity-multiplier-based robust stability condition.Implications of the results of Sections 2 and 3 on computation are discussed in Section 4. InSection 5, we outline the continuous-time case results. Section 6 contains the conclusions. Forclarity of presentation, all proofs have been relegated to the appendix. Preliminary versions ofsome of the results presented here appeared in [20] and [21].The notation and terminology are standard. Re denotes the set of extended real numbersR [ f1g, C� the open left-half complex plane fz 2 C : Refzg < 0g, and D the open unit-diskfz 2 C : jzj < 1g, @D the unit circle, and clD the closure of D. RHn�n1 denotes the set of n � nreal rational proper transfer function matrices with no poles in the complement of D. Givena complex matrix/scalar M , we denote by M the complex conjugate of M , by M� the conjugatetranspose ofM , by He(M) the Hermitian part 12 (M+M�) ofM , and by Sh(M) the skew Hermitianpart 12(M �M�) of M .2 Framework: Parametrized Families of Complex LMIsA linear matrix inequality (LMI) is a matrix inequality of the formL (x1; � � � ; x`;M0; � � � ;M`) :=M0 + X̀i=1 xiMi +  M0 + X̀i=1 xiMi!� > 0; (1)where x 2 C` is the variable, and Mi 2 Cn�n; i = 0; : : : ; ` are given data. The inequality symbolindicates positive de�niteness. LMIs (1) are widely encountered in system and control theory andtheir applications; see, for example [22]. In this section, we consider a parametrized family ofLMIs, every element of which is of the form (1). The variable z parametrizing this family takes onvalues on the unit circle. Using arguments from the theory of complex variables, we show that ifevery member of this parametrized family of LMIs is feasible, then a solution to the entire familyexists in the form of a complex-valued function with certain strong properties. We will see laterthat such statements help establish the equivalence between two classes of numerical procedures forchecking (approximately) the feasibility of the parametrized family of LMIs: The �rst procedurerelies on \sampling" along @D resulting in a number of independent LMIs of the form (1). Thesecond procedure involves searches for a function (of the parametrizing variable z) of a certainform, whose values sampled along @D serve as feasible points for the parametrized family of LMIs;this results in a single LMI of the form (1).Let N be the set of nonnegative integers, and letFD := nF : @D! Cn�n : F is continuous, with F (z) = F (z)o ;3



and Hfir := ( NXi=0 �aizi + biz�i� : N 2 N; ai; bi 2 R) :The next proposition establishes properties of solutions of the complex parameterized LMIL (x1; � � � ; x`; F0(z); � � � ; F`(z))) > 0; (2)when Fi 2 FD, i = 0; : : : ; `.Proposition 2.1 2 Let Fi 2 FD, i = 0; : : : ; `. Let S be the set of functions s mapping clD to C,which are continuous on clD, analytic in D, and satisfy s(z) = s(z) for all z 2 clD. The followingconditions are equivalent:(a) for every z 2 @D, there exist complex numbers xi, i = 1; : : : ; `, such that (2) holds;(b) there exist sji 2 S, i = 1; : : : ; `, j = 1; 2, such that (2) holds for all z 2 @D with xi(z) =s1i (z) + s2i (z), for all z 2 @D, i = 1; : : : ; `;(c) there exist xi 2 Hfir, i = 1; : : : ; `, such that (2) holds for all z 2 @D.A similar result can be proved with D replaced by an essentially arbitrary complex domains 
,S de�ned accordingly, and @
 replaced by the extended boundary @e
 = @
 [ f1g when 
 isunbounded. The appropriate modi�cation of statement (c) is obtained by replacing polynomials inz by linear combinations of functions from an arbitrary countable basis 'i for S and polynomialsin z�1 by linear combinations of functions  i such that  i(z) = 'i(z) on @e
. See [21] for details.Remark: The equivalence of Statements (a) and (b) in Proposition 2.1|that LMI (2) is feasiblefor all z 2 @D if and only if there exist functions with certain smoothness properties whose values on@D lie in the feasible set|taken together with approximation theory, has important consequences.To wit, it implies that, when LMI (2) arises from the application of multiplier theory in robuststability analysis, the xi's can be taken as a linear combination of largely arbitrary basis functions,provided the basis is rich enough. See [23] for various possible bases, Laguerre and Kautz bases inparticular. As another example, Statement (c) uses an FIR basis.3 Small � Theorem and Classical Passivity TheoremWe now apply the results of x2 to explore the connection between two popular su�cient conditionsfor the robust stability of discrete-time systems with structured uncertainty. The �rst is the stan-dard mixed � upper bound condition, given in [11]. This condition is derived using linear-algebraicmethods, and is usually stated as an LMI condition that should be satis�ed on the unit circle.The derivation of the second condition involves augmenting the system with multipliers (that are2This is an generalization of Lemma 2.3 of [15]. A complete proof is provided for completeness and ease ofreference. Parts of this proof, derived independently of the proof in [15], appeared in [20].4



introduced to take advantage of the structure and the nature of the uncertainty), and then applyingthe classical passivity theorem [10, 12, 13, 14]. Proposition 2.1 then helps establish the equivalencebetween these two conditions.A key tool in establishing the equivalence is a su�cient condition for canonical factorization,�rst stated and proved by A. Ran and his coauthors [24, 25], with the proof building on ideasfrom [26]. Related results can be found in [27] and [2, xVI.9.4].Proposition 3.1 [24, 25] Suppose that M is an m�m transfer function matrix, not necessarilyproper, with no poles on the unit circle, such that the frequency domain conditionM(z) + (M(z)� > 0 8z 2 @D (3)holds. Then there exist M1;M2 2 RHm�m1 , such that M�11 ;M�12 2 RHm�m1 , and M =M1M�2 .Remark: In addition to the hypotheses of Proposition 3.1, suppose further thatM(z) is Hermitianfor all z 2 @D. Then there exists M1 2 RHm�m1 such that M�11 2 RHm�m1 , and M = M1M�1 .This is the spectral factorization of M ; it is well-known that condition (3) is both necessary andsu�cient for such a factorization (see, for example, [27]). Note however that condition (3) is onlysu�cient for a canonical factorization of M .Before proceeding further, we need the following de�nitions and notation that are standardin � analysis. Given a matrix M 2 Cn�n and three nonnegative integers mr, mc, and mC withm := mr+mc+mC � n, a block structure K of dimensions (mr;mc;mC) is an m-tuple of positiveintegers, K := (kr1; : : : ; krmr ; kc1; : : : ; kcmc ; kC1 ; : : : ; kCmC), such that Pmri=1 kri +Pmci=1 kci +PmCi=1 kCi = n.Let nc :=Pmci=1 kci , and nC :=PmCi=1 kCi . De�ne~D := ( diag(Dr1; : : : ;Drmr ;Dc1; : : : ;Dcmc ;dC1 IkC1 ; : : : ; dCmCIkCmC ) : Dri = (Dri )� 2 Ckri�kri ;Dci = (Dci )� 2 Ckci�kci ; dCi 2 R )D := nD 2 ~D : D > 0oG := ndiag(Gr1; : : : ; Grmr ; 0kc1 ; : : : ; 0kcmc ; 0kC1 ; : : : ; 0kCmC ) : Gri = �(Gri)� 2 Ckri�krio�̂(M) := inf��0;D2D;G2G �� :MDM� +GM� �MG� �2D < 0	.Next, let RF denote the set of real-rational functions and, given X = C or RF, de�neSr(X) := ndiag(S1; : : : ; Smr) : Si 2 Xkri�kri ; i = 1; : : : ;mroSc(X) := ndiag(S1; : : : ; Smc) : Si 2 Xkci�kci ; i = 1; : : : ;mcoSC(X) := ndiag(s1IkC1 ; : : : ; smCIkCmC ) : si 2 X; i = 1; : : : ;mCoSc;C(X) := fdiag(Sc; SC) : Sc 2 Sc(X); SC 2 SC(X)gSr;c;C(X) := fdiag(Sr; Sc; SC) : Sr 2 Sr(X); Sc 2 Sc(X); SC 2 SC(X)gSr;0;0(X) := fdiag(Sr; 0nc ; 0nC) : Sr 2 Sr(X)gFinally, given a matrix/scalar function P continuous on @D, de�nekPk�̂ := supz2@D �̂(P (z)) (note that it is not a norm)P� is de�ned by P�(z) := (P (1=�z))�~P := (I + P )(I � P )�1 5



We now state Theorem 3.2, which essentially establishes that the standard mixed � upperbound condition is mathematically equivalent to a passivity-multiplier-based stability condition:strict positive realness of W�12 ~PW�11 with \multipliers" W1 and W2 belonging to a certain subsetof RHn�n1 (see Fig. 2 where ~� := (I + �)(I � �)�1).3 In addition, the relationship between- h - W�11 - � W2 � h�- W�12 ?�W16 ~�~P�
Figure 2: Passivity framework(W1;W2) and the (D;G) scalings used in the mixed � analysis is explicitly characterized.Theorem 3.2 4Let P 2 RHn�n1 . The following conditions are equivalent:(a) kPk�̂ < 1;(b) (I � P )�1 is in RHn�n1 and there exist a positive integer N , and n � n, real matrices Qi 2Sr;c;C(C), and Ui 2 Sr;0;0(C), i = 1; : : : ; N , such that withD(z) = NXi=0(Qizi +QTi z�i); (4)G(z) = NXi=0(Uizi � UTi z�i); (5)the inequalities D(z) > 0; (6)P (z)D(z)(P (z))� +G(z)(P (z))� � P (z)G(z) �D(z) < 0 (7)hold for all z 2 @D,3Recall that a rational transfer matrix T is strictly positive real if it is in RHn�n1 and He(T (z)) > 0 for all z 2 @D.4Many researchers have been aware of this result for some time (see, e.g., [28]). (Our proof already appearsin [21]; a less general version can be found in [20].) To our knowledge however, equivalence between (a) and any ofthe other conditions has never been rigorously established by other authors in the open literature, nor has been thecontinuous-time case counterpart. Implication (c))(b), which is of little importance to us and, in our proof, followsfrom other implications, is immediate from �xed order multiplier results [29]. Implication (c))(d) is proved in [28](which also includes a proof of equivalence between (b), (c), and (d) in the constant matrix case). The correspondencebetween (D;G) scalings and passivity multipliers (last statement in our theorem and an immediate consequence ofthe equivalence between (a), (b), (c), and (d)) has been alluded to by several authors, e.g., [29]. Finally, while theimplication (d))(c) would follow, in the continuous-time case, from results in [12], a key result there is incorrect,namely, the necessary part of Lemma 6: M(s) = diag(1; s4 + 1) provides a simple counterexample.6



(c) (I �P )�1 is in RHn�n1 and there exist a positive integer N , and n� n, real matrices Ri; Si 2Sr;c;C(C), i = 1; : : : ; N , such that withW (z) = NXi=0(Rizi + Siz�i); (8)the lower right (nc+nC)� (nc+nC) submatrix WcC(z) of W (z) is Hermitian for all z 2 @D,and the inequalities He(W (z)) > 0;He( ~P (z)W (z)) > 0;hold for all z 2 @D,(d) (I � P )�1 is in RHn�n1 and there exist transfer function matrices W1 = diag(W r1 ;W c1 ;WC1 )and W2 = diag(W r2 ;W c2 ;WC2 ), where W r1 and W r2 , W c1 and W c2 , and WC1 and WC2 are inSr(RF), Sc(RF), and SC(RF), respectively, satisfying(i) W1, W2, W�11 , and W�12 are in RHn�n1 , W c1W c2 = I, and WC1 WC2 = I,(ii) W1W2 is strictly positive real,(iii) W�12 ~PW�11 is strictly positive real.Next, let D and G be as in (b) and let W = D +G; then W is as in (c). Also, if W is as in (c)then W =W�11 W�2 for some W1 and W2 which are as in (d). Finally, let W1 and W2 be as in (d)and let D = He(W�11 W�2 ) and G = Sh(W�11 W�2 ); then D and G satisfy conditions (6) and (7) in(b).In addition to establishing the precise equivalence between modern mixed �-theory based suf-�cient condition for robust stability and the classical passivity-multiplier-based condition, Theo-rem 3.2 also states that the mutlipliers can be chosen to be of a particularly simple form, givenin (4) and in (5). This fact has important rami�cations for the numerical veri�cation of theserobust stability conditions; we describe this briey next.4 State-Space Veri�cation of Frequency Domain ConditionsMany frequency-domain conditions for stability and robustness [11, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19] belongto the class of parameterized families of complex LMIs that were studied in Section 2. Fromthe viewpoint of numerical optimization, these conditions amount to in�nite-dimensional convexfeasibility problems, with the optimization variables being functions of frequency. There havebeen traditionally two approaches towards (approximately) reducing such an in�nite-dimensionalfeasibility problem to the feasibility of a �nite number of LMIs. The �rst is to verify the frequency-dependent condition approximately by checking that it holds at a �nite number of frequencies; thechoice of the \frequency-grid" is typically based on engineering intuition. This frequency-griddingtechnique, though conceptually simple, in general only provides guaranteed method for verifying theinfeasibility of the underlying in�nite-dimensional feasibility problem: If the feasibility test fails at7



any of the points on the frequency-grid, then the original frequency-domain condition is infeasible;but no conclusions can be drawn in the case when feasibility holds over the frequency-grid (for anexception, see, e.g., [30]).The second approach towards numerically verifying the in�nite-dimensional convex feasibilityproblems that arise from frequency-domain conditions is a \state-space" approach, based on theKalman-Yakubovich-Popov (KYP) Lemma (see for example [22] and the references therein). The�rst step here is to restrict the functions of frequency that are the optimization variables in theoriginal frequency-domain condition to lie in a �nite-dimensional subspace. Then, an application ofthe KYP Lemma yields a single LMI whose feasibility is su�cient for that of the original frequency-domain condition. (This is the so-called \basis function method" [12, 13, 14].) Here, it is not knownif and how the choice of basis functions a�ects the outcome of the stability test. In contrast with thefrequency-gridding technique, the basis function method provides guaranteed method for verifyingthe feasibility of the underlying in�nite-dimensional feasibility problem: If the frequency-domaincondition is feasible with the optimization variables restricted to lie in a certain subspace, then theoriginal frequency-domain condition is feasible; but in general no conclusions can be drawn in thecase when the basis function method fails to establish feasibility.A fundamental question that then arises is whether there is a \gap" between the basis functionmethod and the frequency-gridding method. The main implication of the results of Section 2 isthat there is no such \gap": When the grid is �ne enough with the frequency-gridding method,and when the basis is rich enough with the basis function method, the two numerical methodsyields the \same" answer. Speci�cally, Proposition 2.1 and the comments that follow imply thatthe frequency-gridding method and the basis function method are equivalent in the limit, as thenumber of frequency points and the basis elements respectively in each method goes to in�nity.Consequently, algorithms can be devised that reliably compute quantities of interest for robustcontrol; For example, consider the mixed-�-norm upper bound kPk�̂. Lower bounds on kPk�̂ canbe computed using frequency-gridding (for example, as with the (real-) � toolbox of MATLAB [4]);upper bounds can be computed using the basis-function method, using Theorem 3.2. A simplebisection scheme can then be implemented, combining these bounds, to compute kPk�̂ to anyarbitrary accuracy.5 Synopsis of the Continuous-Time CaseContinuous-time analogues of Proposition 2.1 and Theorem 3.2 are easily obtained. Among otherpossibilities, Hfir can be replaced with Hudr de�ned byHudr := ( NXi=0� ai(1� z)i + bi(1 + z)i� : N 2N; ai; bi 2 R) :(The subscript \udr" stands for unit-decay rate; the two-sided inverse Laplace transforms of theelements of Hudr decay exponentially with a unit rate of decay.) Proposition 2.1 then holds withFD replaced with FC� , de�ned asFC� := nF : jRe ! Cn�n : F is continuous, with F (z) = F (z)o ;8



clD by the closure cleC� = clC� [ f1g of the extended left-half plane, @D by the extendedimaginary axis jRe, and Hfir by Hudr. And Theorem 3.2 holds with, in addition, the appropriatede�nition of kPk�̂, zi replaced by 1=(1 � z)i, z�i by 1=(1 + z)i and other obvious modi�cations.These results are easily proved by making use of the bilinear transformation �(z) = 1+z1�z that mapsclD to the one-point compacti�cation cleC� of the closed left-half complex plane.6 ConclusionsIt has been shown that the standard mixed � upper bound condition is mathematically equivalentto a passivity-multiplier-based stability condition in [10, 12, 13, 14]. Concurrently, the relationshipbetween the scaling matrices widely used in mixed � theory and certain stability multipliers usedin absolute stability theory has been explicitly characterized. These connections provide a com-putational framework for checking the feasibility of a class of frequency-dependent conditions ofinterest in robust control (e.g., [11, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19]).A AppendixA.1 Proof of Proposition 2.1Before proving Proposition 2.1, we introduce three lemmas which will be used later.The �rst lemma, Lemma A.1, extends a result of Packard and Doyle (Theorem 9.10 in [31]),which explores an intrinsic solution property for a class of parameterized family of complex LMIs.Lemma A.1 Let Mi, i = 0; : : : ; `, be given complex matrices. Suppose that there exist complexnumbers xi, i = 1; : : : ; `, such that L(x1; � � � ; x`;M0; � � � ;M`) > 0. Then the inequality also holdswith Mi and xi, i = 1; : : : ; ` replaced with Mi and xi, respectively. Furthermore, when the Mi's arereal, the inequality holds with xi, i = 1; : : : ; `, replaced with 12(xi + xi), i = 1; : : : ; `.Proof: Recall that, given a Hermitian matrix A, A > 0 if and only if y�Ay > 0 for all y 6= 0.Taking complex conjugates on both sides of the resulting inequality proves the �rst claim. Thesecond claim is a direct consequence of the �rst one. 2Lemma A.2 below is a key to prove Proposition 2.1. With a direct application of the Dirichletproblem on clD we are able to establish the lemma, which implies the existence of a combination offunctions of certain type that matches on @D a given complex-valued function x satisfying certainproperties.Lemma A.2 Let x : @D ! C be a continuous function satisfying x(z) = x(z) for all z 2 @D.Then there exist si : clD! C, i=1,2, such that, for i=1,2, si is continuous on clD, analytic in D,and satis�es si(z) = si(z) for all z 2 clD, and x(z) = s1(z) + s2(z) for all z 2 @D.Proof:5 Let x : @D ! C be given as assumed. Let Refxg and Imfxg denote its real part andimaginary part, respectively. Then both Refxg and Imfxg are real-valued, continuous functions5An alternative proof to that provided here can be found in [20] where explicit (Poisson) formulae for s1 and s2are given. The advantages of the present proof are its conceptual simplicity and the fact that it readily extends toother domains of the complex plane. 9



de�ned on @D. Consider the Dirichlet problem on D with the real-valued, continuous boundaryfunction Refxg. It is known that, given a simply connected set X and a real-valued continuousfunction g de�ned on @X, there exists a function u which is harmonic inside X and matches g on@X (see, e.g., Corollary 4.18, pp.274, in [32]). Moreover, for any function u which is harmonic ina simply connected set X, there exists a harmonic conjugate v such that u + jv is analytic in X(see, e.g., Theorem 2.2(j), pp.202, in [32]). Thus there exists a function analytic in D, whose realpart matches Refxg on @D. De�ne f 0(z) = f(z) for all z 2 clD. It is easy to verify that f 0 isanalytic in D and its real part matches Refxg on @D. Let s1 = 12(f+f 0). Then s1 is continuous onclD, analytic in D, with s1(z) = s1(z) for all z 2 clD, and Refs1g(z) = Refxg(z) for all z 2 @D.Similarly, there exists a function s2, continuous on clD, analytic inD, s2(z) = s2(z) for all z 2 clD,and Imfs2g(z) = Imfxg(z) for all z 2 @D. Let s1 = 12(s1+ s2) and s2 = 12 (s1� s2). It follows that,for all z 2 @D, x(z) = Refxg(z) + jImfxg(z)= 12(s1(z) + s1(z)) + 12 (s2(z)� s2(z))= 12(s1(z) + s2(z) + s1(z)� s2(z))= s1(z) + s2(z): 2Lemma A.3 below, a slight extension of Mergelyan's Theorem (e.g., Theorem 20.5 in [33]), givesconditions for uniform approximation, on a bounded set, of a class of complex-valued functions bypolynomials with real coe�cients.Lemma A.3 Suppose that s : clD! C is continuous on clD and analytic in D. Assume that forall z 2, s(z) = s(z). Then given � > 0, there exists a polynomial p with real coe�cients, such thatsupz2clD j s(z)� p(z) j< �:Proof: Given � > 0, by Mergelyan's theorem, there exists a polynomial p0 = p+ jq where p and qare real-coe�cient polynomials, such thatsupz2clD j s(z)� p0(z) j< �=2: (9)We show that p is as claimed. First, since for all z 2 clD, s(z) = s(z), it follows from (9) that, forall z 2 clD, j p0(z)� p0(z) j = j p0(z)� s(z) + s(z)� p0(z) j� j p0(z)� s(z) j + j s(z)� p0(z) j< �:On the other hand, for all z 2 clD,j p0(z)� p0(z) j = j p(z)� jq(z)� (p(z) + jq(z)) j :Since, for any real-coe�cient polynomial m(z), m(z) = m(z) for all z, it follows thatj p0(z)� p0(z) j = 2 j q(z) j :10



Thus, for all z 2 clD, j q(z) j< �=2. Again using (9), it follows that, for all z 2 clD,j s(z)� p(z) j = j s(z)� (p(z) + jq(z)) + jq(z) j� j s(z)� p0(z) j + j q(z) j < �:This proves the claim. 2We are now ready to prove Proposition 2.1.Proof of Proposition 2.1: We show that (a)) (b))(c)) (a).First the implication (a))(b). Assuming that (a) holds, we show that there exist continuousfunctions xi : @D ! C, i = 1; : : : ; `, such that, for all z 2 @D, xi(z) = xi(z), i = 1; : : : ; `, and (2)holds; assertion (b) will then follow from Lemma A.2. The problem of constructing a continuousfunction on @D based on data xi's reduces to that of construction a continuous function on theclosed interval [��; �] with same value assigned at the endpoint �� and �. The following argumentis similar to that in [15].For each � 2 (��; �], let x�i , i = 1; : : : ; `, satisfyL(x�1; � � � ; x�̀; F0(ej�); � � � ; F`(ej�)) > 0and let x��i = x�i , i = 1; : : : ; `. By Lemma A.1, the x�i 's can be chosen such that, for all � 2 [0; �],i = 1; : : : ; `, x��i = x�i and, in particular x0i and x�i are real. Since the Fi's are continuous, for every� 2 [0; �] there exists an open neighborhood I� � R of � such thatL(x�1; � � � ; x�̀; F0(ej�0); � � � ; F`(ej�0)) > 0 8�0 2 I�:We now show that there exists a �nite open cover fI1; � � � ; Img � fI�; � 2 [0; �]g with I1 = I0 andIm = I�, where for i = 1; : : : ;m, Ii = (�i; �0i), �1 < 0 < �2 < � � � < �m < �0m�1 < � < �0m,and each Ii is not a subset of the union of the other Ij 's. Without loss of generality, assume that[0; �]n(I0[I�) is not empty. Let fI1; � � � ; Ikg � fI�; � 2 [0; �]g be a �nite open cover of the compactinterval [0; �] n (I0 [ I�), and replace each Ii by its intersection with (0; �). For i = 1; : : : ; `, let xji ,j = 1; : : : ; k, be the associated x�i 's. Let I0 := I0, Ik+1 := I� and, for i = 1; : : : ; `, xk+1i := x�i . ThenfI0; � � � ; Ik+1g is a �nite open cover of the compact interval [0; �]. Repeatedly take out any intervalIi which is a subset of the union of the remaining Ij's (clearly I0 and I� will not be taken out inthis process) and denote by m the number of remaining intervals. Finally, relabel the Ii's so thatIi = (�i; �0i) with �i's, i = 1; : : : ;m being in increasing order and, for i = 1; : : : ; `, relabel the xji 'saccordingly. It is readily checked that the �nite cover obtained possesses the desired properties.Now, for each i = 1; : : : ;m, let Vi := (xi1; � � � ; xì). Then V1 and Vm are real. De�ne, for � 2 [0; �],V (�) := ( Vi � 2 Ii � [j 6=iIj; i = 1; : : : ;m:�Vi + (1� �)Vi+1 � = ��i+1 + (1� �)�0i; � 2 (0; 1); i = 1; : : : ;m� 1:Then V : [0; �] ! C` is continuous. Note that, since �2 > 0 and �0m�1 < �, V (0) and V (�) arereal. Extending V (:) by the formula V (��) = V (�) to the interval [��; 0] results in a continuousfunction de�ned on [��; �] with the same value V (�) assigned at the endpoints �� and �. Thiscompletes the proof of the implication (a))(b).11



To show the implication (b))(c), it su�ces to show that given s 2 S and any � > 0, therealways exists a polynomial p with real coe�cients which uniformly approximates the given functions over clD within �. This result follows immediately from Lemma A.3.The implication (c))(a) is obvious. This completes the proof of Proposition 2.1.A.2 Proof of Theorem 3.2Proof of Theorem 3.2(a))(b): Suppose that kPk�̂ < 1, i.e., suppose that, for every z 2 @D there exist D 2 ~D andG 2 G such that D > 0;P (z)D(P (z))� +G(P (z))� � P (z)G�D < 0:Since this condition is stronger than the mixed � condition, it follows from the Small � Theorem(e.g., [34]) that (I � P )�1 2 RHn�n1 . By Proposition 2.1, there exist D̂(z) and Ĝ(z) whose entriesare in Hfir, such that the inequalities D̂(z) > 0;P (z)D̂(z)(P (z))� + Ĝ(z)(P (z))� � P (z)Ĝ(z)� D̂(z) < 0;hold for all z 2 @D. Let D = D̂ + D̂� and G = Ĝ� Ĝ�. Since z = z�1 for all z 2 @D, it is easyto verify that D(z) and G(z) have the forms as described and satisfy (6) and (7).(b))(c): Let D(z) and G(z) be as in (b). Then D(z) 2 D, and G(z) 2 G for all z 2 @D. De�neW (z) = D(z) + G(z) = PNi=0((Qi + Ui)zi + (QTi � UTi )z�i) with real matrices Qi 2 Sr;c;C(C),and Ui 2 Sr;0;0(C). Clearly the submatrix WcC(z) of W (z) is in Sc;C(C) and is Hermitian for allz 2 @D. Moreover, since for all z 2 @D, D(z) is Hermitian and positive de�nite, and G(z) is skewHermitian, we have for all z 2 @D, He(W (z)) = D(z) > 0:On the other hand, replacing D and G by 12(W +W �) and 12 (W �W �), respectively, in the secondinequality in (b) yields, for all z 2 @D,P (z)(W (z) + (W (z))�)(P (z))� + (W (z)� (W (z))�)(P (z))� � P (z)(W (z) � (W (z))�)�(W (z) + (W (z))�) < 0;i.e., (I + P (z))W (z)(I � P (z))� + (I � P (z))(W (z))�(I + P (z))� > 0: (10)Note that (10) implies that I � P (z) must be nonsingular for all z 2 @D. Thus it is equivalent to(I � P (z))�1(I + P (z))W (z) + (W (z))�(I + P (z))�(I � P (z))�� > 0;i.e., ~P (z)W (z) + ( ~P (z)W (z))� > 0;12



i.e., He( ~P (z)W (z)) > 0:This proves the claim.(c))(d): Suppose that (c) holds. Write W as diag(W r;W c;WC), where W r, W c, and WC havedimensions nr� nr, nc� nc, and nC� nC, respectively. Then, WcC = diag �W c;WC� is Hermitianfor all z 2 @D. Now note that, under the assumption that (d)(i) holds, strict positive realness ofW1W2 is equivalent to the conditionHe �(W1(z))�1(W2(z))�� > 0 8z 2 @Dand strict positive realness of W�12 ~PW�11 is equivalent to the conditionHe � ~P (z)(W1(z))�1(W2(z))�� > 0 8z 2 @D(both of these conditions are obtained via congruence transformations). To complete the proofof the implication (c))(d) it is thus enough to factorize W into W = W�11 W�2 where W1 andW2 satisfy (d)(i). The desired factorization of W is possible, in view of Proposition 3.1 and thewell-known symmetric factorization result mentioned in the remark following that proposition. Itremains to apply this result to the block entries of W r, W c, and WC (where W r, W c, and WC allsatisfy (3), and both W c(z) and WC(z) are Hermitian for all z 2 @D), and de�ne W1 and W2 inthe obvious way. This completes the proof of the implication (c))(d).(d) ) (a): Suppose that (d) holds and let W1, W2 satisfy (i)-(iii). In particularW�12 (z) ~P (z)W�11 (z) + (W�11 (z))�( ~P (z))�(W�12 (z))� > 0 8z 2 @D;or, equivalently (via congruence transformation),~P (z)W�11 (z)(W2(z))� +W2(z)(W�11 (z))�( ~P (z))� > 0 8z 2 @D:Multiplying on the left by (I�P ) and on the right by (I�P )� (another congruence transformation)we get P (z)D(z)(P (z))� +G(z)(P (z))� � P (z)G(z)�D(z) < 0 8z 2 @D;with, for all z 2 @D, D(z) = He( (W1(z))�1(W2(z))�), and G(z) = Sh( (W1(z))�1(W2(ej�))�). Itis easy to check that, for all z 2 @D, D(z) = (D(z))� and G(z) = �(G(z))�, and condition (ii)implies that D(z) > 0 for all z 2 @D. Since the left-hand side and D(z) are both continuous overthe compact set @D, it follows that, for � 2 (0; 1) close enough to 1 and for all z 2 @D,P (z)D(z)(P (z))� +G(z)(P (z))� � P (z)G(z) � �D(z) < 0:Since � 2 (0; 1), this implies that kPk�̂ < 1. This completes the proof of the implication (d))(a).The remaining assertion follows directly from the same congruence transformations and the proofsof the implications (b))(c) and (c))(d). The proof of Theorem 3.2 is complete.AcknowledgmentThe authors wish to thank Jie Chen for helpful discussions, as well as Associate Editor AndersRantzer and the anonymous referees for their many valuable suggestions.13
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